Friday May 6

8:45 – 9:15  Registration and coffee (Music Room Terrace)
             Introduction: **Daniel Bluestone**, Boston University

**Session I  Campus Core**

9:45 – 10:30  **Joseph Claghorn**, Leibniz Universität Hannover
              *Views of the Yard: The Evolving Image of Harvard’s Core Landscape*

10:30 – 10:45  Coffee (Music Room Terrace)

10:45 – 11:30  **John Davis**, Harvard University
               *Field School: The Landscape of the United States Military Academy at West Point*

11:30 – 12:15  **Karen Van Lengen**, University of Virginia
               *Pedagogical Landscapes: The Vassar College Legacy*

12:15 – 2:00  Lunch (Orangery)

**Session II  Grove and Garden**

2:00 – 3:00  **Mark Hough**, Duke University, and **Linda Jewell**, University of California, Berkeley
             *Campus and Garden: Reconciling Typologies*

3:00 – 3:20  Coffee (Music Room Terrace)

3:20 – 4:05  **Hazel Ruth Edwards**, The Catholic University of America
             *On Hilltop High: The Enduring and Nurturing Landscapes of the Howard University Campus*

4:05 – 4:50  **Gary Hilderbrand**, Harvard Graduate School of Design
             *Transforming Campus Paradigms: Two Olmsted Brothers Cases*

4:50 – 5:20  Discussion

5:30 – 7:30  Reception (Orangery)

Saturday, May 7

8:45 – 9:15  Registration and coffee (Music Room Terrace)

**Session III  Import/ Export**

9:15 – 10:00  **John Dixon Hunt**, University of Pennsylvania
              *“Landscape” in New British Universities*

10:00 – 10:45  **Tianjie Zhang**, Tianjin University
               *Reconfiguring Mountain-and-Water (Shanshui) Campuses: Landscape in Early Twentieth-Century Chinese Universities*

10:45 – 11:00  Coffee (Music Room Terrace)

11:00 – 11:45  **Burak Erdim**, North Carolina State University
               *Academy and Landscapes of Development: Situating Planning Cultures in the Cold War Middle East*

11:45 – 12:30  **Hilary Ballon**, New York University
               *The U.S. Campus Abroad*

12:30 – 2:15  Lunch (Orangery)

**Session IV  Community, Conservation and Environmental Management**

2:15 – 3:00  **Peter Alagona**, University of California, Santa Barbara
             *From the Classroom to the Countryside: The University of California’s Natural Reserve System and the Role of Field Stations in American Academic Life*

3:00 – 3:45  **Dino J. Martins**, Mpala Research Centre
             *Field Research Stations in East Africa: Impacts on Landscape Management, Conservation, and Sustainable Development*

3:45 – 4:00  Coffee (Music Room Terrace)

4:00 – 4:45  **David Foster**, Harvard Forest
             *Harvard’s Forest and Farm: A Consistent Mission to the Academy and Society*

4:45 – 5:30  Concluding remarks and discussion